Postnatal crown formation time of three Neanderthal deciduous
teeth from Northeastern Italy

Differences in time of dental growth between Neanderthals and modern humans, as a proxy for
ontogenetic diversity, have been the subject of intense debate in the past decades using morphology,
classic histology and virtual histology [1-3]. Particular attention has been paid to the permanent dentition
while much less data is available for high resolution histomorphometry of Neanderthal deciduous dental
crowns.
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Figure 1: map of Northern Italy with location of the
sites : A) De Nadale cave; B) Fumane cave; C) Riparo
Broion.

Figure 2: micrographs of the three deciduous teeth at 100x magnification. A) De Nadale 1, LRdm1, lingual aspect
through the metaconid; B) Fumane 1, LLdm2, buccal aspect through the hypoconid; C) Broion 1, ULdc, buccal
aspect. Red arrow indicates the neonatal line.

Figure 3: Postnatal CFT in days from birth. The range of
variability reported in literature for modern and archaeological
individuals is represented by red and blue lines.

Three deciduous Neanderthal tooth crowns from the same geographic
area in Northeastern Italy (within a ~55 km radius of each other, Figure 1)
and spanning chronologically between 70 and 40 ka BP, have been
selected for histomorphometrical analysis.
•De Nadale 1 (Figure 2A) is a lower right deciduous first molar exfoliated
crown, from the De Nadale Late Middle Palaeolithic cave located in the
Berici Hills (Vicenza) with a minimum age of 70.2 ka BP [4].
•Fumane 1 (Figure 2B) is a lower left deciduous second molar exfoliated
crown, from the Mousterian levels of the Fumane cave in the Lessini
Mountains (Verona) dated before 47.6 ka cal BP [5].
•Broion 1 (Figure 2C) is a still unreported upper deciduous left canine,
possibly exfoliated, from the final Mousterian deposits of Riparo Broion
(Vicenza), preliminarily dated before 45 ka BP.
Teeth were sectioned and analyzed according to [6].

• The neonatal line – the birth marker – is present in all the three
specimens (Figure 2, red arrows).
• Crown Formation Time (CFT): all the crowns are worn, however, the
presence of the neonatal line allowed for a precise estimate of the
postnatal CFT (Figure 3). The deciduous first molar De Nadale 1 lies
within the modern human variability, while the deciduous canine
Broion 1 and the second deciduous molar Fumane 1 show a shorter
postnatal crown formation time when compared with the known
archaeological [7-8] and modern [9] human range of variability.
Fumane 1 postnatal CFT is longer than the figure estimated for the
Neanderthal second deciduous molar of La-Chaise-de-Vouthon S14-5
[1].
• Daily enamel Secretion Rates (DSRs) for all the specimens are reported
in Figure 4, compared with range of variation (min, mean, max) of

modern humans (MH) [7-8,10].
Figure 5: Topographic distribution of the DSR and
EER values across the crown of De Nadale 1. DSR
and EER in μm day-1.

Figure 5 shows the topographic distribution of the DSR and EER
(Enamel Extension Rate) across the crown of the LRdm1 De Nadale 1.

Results point to a significant heterogeneity in deciduous postnatal CFTs between Neanderthals and modern humans.
Given the relatively thinner enamel of the Neanderthal deciduous teeth [11] and assuming similar DSRs between
lingual and buccal aspects [9], the present data suggest that two different ontogenetic pathways could have taken
place in differentiating (or in making similar) the deciduous CFTs. One way foresees a similarity in DSRs but a shorter
formation time (Broion 1 and Fumane 1), while the second one foresees a reduction in the DSRs and a CFT
comparable to the modern human figures (De Nadale 1, incidentally the most ancient specimen). Further data on
palaeohistology of Neanderthal and modern human deciduous teeth will shed light on the significance and
consistency of these two ontogenetic mechanisms.
Figure 4: . Boxplot of the DSR variation in the three deciduous
teeth and range of variation (min, mean, max) of modern
humans (MH), re-elaborated from [7-8,10]. DSR in μm day-1.
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